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Abstract
The paper is $\alpha\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ utth the dynamios of a so-called fluu balatecer; a hula hoop –g-
like smdun containing a small arnount of liquid which, durin rotation, is span out to
$fmn$ a thin liquid layer on the iner surface of the ring. The liquid is able to $mMemd$
$wMnoe$ mass in an elastically mounted rotor. The paper derives the equations of motion
for $d\kappa$ coupled fluid-structure system, suith the fluid equations based on shallow water theory.
An analytical aoledion to a sinplified version of the shdlow water equatio , describing a
hydraulic jump, is discussed in detail.
1 Introduction
A fluid balancer is used on rotating machinery to eliminate the undaeirable $eff\infty ts$ of unbalance
mass. It has bmme a standard feature on most household washing machines, but is also used
on heavy industnial rotating machinery. Tbhng the washing machine fluid balanoer as example,
it $\infty nsists$ of a hollow ning, like a hula hoop ring but typioelly with $r\infty\tan g_{J}1ar$ cross sections,
which cont$\dot{u}$ns a small amount of liquid. When the ring is rotating at a high angular velocity $\Omega$
the liquid will fom a thin liquid layer on the inner surface of the outemost wall, as sketched in
Fig. 1. Consider the situation where an unbalanoe mass $m$ is present; for example the clothes
in a washing machine. The rotor has a critical angular velocity $\Omega_{cr}$ where the centripetal foroes
are in balance with the forces due to the restoring spmgs. Below this velocity $(\Omega<\Omega_{er})$ the
mass center of the fluid will be located ‘on the same side’ as the unbalance mass, as shown in
the left part of Fig. 1. [Here $M$ indicates the mass of the empty rotor and $\mathcal{M}$ the mass of the
$\infty$ntaind liquid.] At a certain supercritical angular velocity $(\Omega>\Omega_{er})$ the mass center of the
liquid will move to the ’opposite side’ of the unbalance mass, as shown in the right part of Fig.
1, resulting in ‘mass balance’ and thus in a reduoed oedlation amplitude of the rotor.
Figure 1: Working principle of the fluid balancer.
This is the working principle of the fluid balanoer, which has been verified $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$tally
[1]; but no $\infty ndtl\dot{a}ve$ explanation has been given so far. It is the aim of the present project to
attempt giving an analytical explanation.
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The present work builds upon a large number of studies into the dynamics and stabihty of
rotors partiaUy filled with liquid [2, 3]. Non-linear studies have been camied out by Beman $et$
al. [4], Coldmg-Jorgensen [5], Kasahara et al. [6], and Yoshizumi [7]. Beman et al. [4] found,
both by numerical analysis and by experiment, that non-linear surfaces can exist in the fom
of hydraulic jumps, umdular bores, and solitary waves. [An undular bore is a relatively weak
hydraulic jump, with undulations behind it.] Coldin$g$-Jorgensen [5] studied solely a hydraulic
jump solution, in the spirit of the analysis of [4]. On the contrary to [4] and [5] the studies of
Kasahara et al. [6] and Yoshizumi [7] are purely numerical.
To the best of our knowledge, the effect of an unbalance mass has not been studied before.
The system (with an unbalance mss) is however closely related to the so-called automatic
dynamic balancer [8] where a number of balls running in a circular groove play the sam role as
the liquid layer in the present study.
As [5] the present study is based largely on the approach of Beman et al. [4]. However,
$\infty ntrary$ to the one-degree-of-freedom assumption in [4, 5], the present work $\infty$nideoe a rotor
with two degrees of freedom.
2 Rotor equation
Consider a rotating vessel (rotating fluid chamber) of mass $M$ equipped with a small unbalance
mass $m$ located a distance $s$ from the geometric center, and $\infty nt-ng$ a small amount of liquid,
as sketched in Fig. 2. The inner radius of the vessel is $R$. The rotor is supported by springs,
with spring constant $K$ , in the $\overline{X}$ and $\overline{Y}$ directions. The structural dmpioe forces in these
directions are proportional to the parameter $C$. Let the $\infty$oidinate system $(\overline{x},\overline{y})$ rotate with
the constant angular velocity $\Omega$ about the fixed system (X, Y).
Figure 2: Definition of coordinate systems and some of the symbols used.
In tems of the fixed $\infty$ordinate system the equation of motion of the rotor is given by
$\{\begin{array}{ll}M+m 00 M+m\end{array}\}\{\begin{array}{l}.\cdot X_{r}.\cdotY_{r}\end{array}\}+\{\begin{array}{ll}C 00 C\end{array}\}\{\begin{array}{l}\dot{X}_{r}\dot{Y}_{r}\end{array}\}$ (1)
$+$ $\{\begin{array}{ll}K_{x} 00 K_{y}\end{array}\}\{\begin{array}{l}X_{r}Y_{r}\end{array}\}=ms\Omega^{2}\{\begin{array}{l}\infty s\Omega ts\dot{m}\Omega t\end{array}\}+\{\begin{array}{l}F_{X}F_{Y}\end{array}\}$.
Here $X_{r}$ and $Y_{r}$ are the deflections of the rotor and $F_{Y},$ $F_{Y}$ are the fluid force $\infty mponents$ acting
thereon. An ‘overdot’ denotes differentiation with respect to time $t$. The first tem on the right
hand side shows that, in a fixed coordinate system, the unbalance mss introduces a periodic
forcing.
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lt will, however, be more $\infty nvenient$ to consider the $\infty upld$ fluid-rotor motion in tms of
the rotating $\infty ordinate$ system $(\overline{x},\overline{y})$ . The deflaetions in the two coordinate systms are related
by the transfomations
$\{\begin{array}{l}x_{r}y_{r}\end{array}\}=\{\begin{array}{ll}m\Omega t s\dot{m}\Omega t-s\dot{m}\Omega t c\oe\Omega t\end{array}\}\{\begin{array}{l}X_{r}Y_{r}\end{array}\}$ , $\{\begin{array}{l}X_{r}Y_{\prime}\end{array}\}=\{\begin{array}{ll}\infty s\Omega t -s\dot{m}\Omega ts\dot{m}\Omega t c\infty\Omega t\end{array}\}\{\begin{array}{l}x_{r}y_{r}\end{array}\}$ . (2)
Applying (2) to (1) we obtain the equation of motion in terms of rotating $\infty ordinat\alpha$ as
$\{\begin{array}{ll}M+m 00 M+m\end{array}\}\{\begin{array}{l}.\cdot x_{r}\ddot{y}_{r}\end{array}\}+\{\begin{array}{ll}C -2(M+m)\Omega 2(M+m)\Omega C\end{array}\}\{\begin{array}{l}\dot{x}_{r}\dot{y}_{\prime}\end{array}\}$
$+$ $\{K_{x} -(M+m)\Omega^{2}C\Omega -C\Omega K_{y}-(M+m)\Omega^{2}\}\{\begin{array}{l}x_{r}y_{r}\end{array}\}$ (S)
$=$ $\{\begin{array}{l}ms\Omega^{2}0\end{array}\}+\{\begin{array}{l}F_{x}F_{y}\end{array}\}$ .
It is seen that, in this coordinate system, the unbalance mass introduces a foroe, proportional
to $\Omega^{2}$ , acting in the x-direction.
In order to evaluate the kdy foroe $\infty ting$ on the fluid, the meleration vector expressed in
the rotating coordinate systm will be needed; lt is given by
$\{\begin{array}{l}.\cdot X_{r}.\cdot\mathfrak{Y}_{r}\end{array}\}=\{\begin{array}{ll}1 00 l\end{array}\}\{\begin{array}{l}\mathfrak{X}_{r}\ddot{y}_{r}\end{array}\}+2\Omega\{\begin{array}{l}0-l10\end{array}\}\{\begin{array}{l}\dot{x}_{\prime}\dot{y}_{r}\end{array}\}-\Omega^{2}\{\begin{array}{ll}l 00 1\end{array}\}\{\begin{array}{l}x_{r}y_{r}\end{array}\}$ . (4)
3 Fluid equations
3.1 The shaUow water equations
The fluid motion in the rotatin$g_{V\infty}1$ will be described by a shalow water approximation of
the Navier-Stokes equations, and in terms of a $\infty$ordinate system $(x,y)$ attached to the wall of
the rotor, as shown in Fig. 2. This coordinate system is related to a polar $\infty ordInate$ system
$(r,\theta)$ attached to the rotor (such that $\overline{x}=rcoe\theta,\overline{y}=r$sin $\theta$) in the foUowing way
$x=R\theta$ , $y=R-r$, (5)
where $R$ is the radius of the vessel; see again Fig. 2. $x,y$ are rectmgular (Cartesian) coordi-
nates, indicating that curvature effaets will be ignored. This is pemissable when the fluid layer
thicknes $h(t,x)$ is sufficiently small in $\infty mpari\infty n$ with the vessel radius $R$, i.e., 1 $h(t,x)|/R\ll 1$
for all $x,t$ .
Under these $\infty umptions$ the fluid equations of motion can be written as [4, 9]
$\frac{\partial u}{\partial t}+u\frac{\partial u}{\partial x}+v\frac{\partial u}{\partial y}-2\Omega v=-\frac{1}{\rho}\frac{\phi}{u}+\nu\frac{\partial^{2}u}{\partial y^{2}}+\ddot{X}_{r}aen(x/R)-\ddot{\mathfrak{Y}}_{r}coe(x/R)$ , (6)
$\frac{\partial v}{\theta t}+2\Omega u+ffl^{2}=-\frac{1}{\rho}\frac{\Phi}{\partial y}$ . (7)
Here $u$ and $v$ are the fluid velocity $\infty mponents$ in the $x$ and $y$ directions, $p$ is the fluid pressure,
$\rho$ is the fluid density, and $\nu$ the kinematic viscosity of the fluid.
The $\infty ntinuity$ equation is
$\frac{\partial u}{\partial x}+\frac{\theta v}{\partial y}=0$ . (8)
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The boundary $\infty nditims$ are
$u(O)=0$, $v(O)=0$, (9)
$( \frac{\partial h}{\partial t}+u\frac{\partial h}{\partial x})_{y=h}=v(h)$ , $p(h)=0$,
where, again, $h(t,x)$ specifies the free surface of the fluid layer.
In the shallow water apprnimation it is assumed that
$v(t,x,y)= \frac{y\partial h}{h_{0}\theta t}$ , (10)
where $h_{0}$ is the mean fluid depth. Then (7) can be written as
$\frac{y}{h0}\frac{\partial^{2}h}{\partial t^{2}}+2\Omega u+R\Omega^{2}=-\frac{1}{\rho}\frac{\partial p}{\mathfrak{B}}$. (11)
This equation can be integrated, to give
$\frac{1}{\rho}p(y)=\frac{1}{2h_{0}}(h_{0}^{2}-y^{2})\frac{\partial^{2}h}{\partial t^{2}}+2\Omega l^{h}udy+R\Omega^{2}(h-y)$. (12)
Inserting (12) into (6) we get
$\frac{\partial u}{\theta t}+u\frac{\partial u}{\partial x}+v\frac{\partial u}{\partial y}=-R\Omega^{2}\frac{\partial h}{\partial x}+2\Omega\frac{\partial h}{\partial t}-\frac{1}{2h_{0}}(h_{0}^{2}-y^{2})\frac{\partial^{3}h}{\partial x\partial t^{2}}+\nu\frac{\partial^{2}u}{\partial y^{2}}+S$ , (13)
where, here and in the following,
$\mathfrak{F}=\ddot{X}_{v}\sin(x/R)-\ddot{\mathfrak{Y}}_{r}\infty s(x/R)$ . (14)
Let
$U= \frac{1}{h}\int_{0}^{h}udy$ (15)
denote the mean flow velocity in the x-direction. Applying this ‘operator‘ to (13) we get
$\frac{\partial U}{\theta t}+U\frac{\partial U}{\partial x}+\frac{h_{0}}{3}\frac{\theta^{8}h}{\partial x\theta t^{2}}+R\Omega^{2}\frac{\partial h}{\partial x}-2\Omega\frac{\partial h}{\theta t}-\eta U^{2}-\nu_{ev}\frac{\partial^{2}U}{\partial x^{2}}=S$, (16)
where
$\eta U^{2}$ $=$ $- \frac{\nu}{h_{0}}[\frac{\partial u}{\partial y}]_{y=0}$ (17)
$\nu_{ev^{\frac{\partial^{2}U}{\partial x^{2}}}}$
$\doteqdot$ $- \frac{\partial}{\partial x}\frac{1}{h_{0}}\int_{0}^{h_{O}}(u-U)^{2}dy$
are modek for dissipation due to wall friction and internal fluid friction, respectively [4, 9]. In
the first equation $\eta$ is a hiction coeMcient (known from head loss in pipe flow) and $v_{ev}$ in the
second equation is a so.called eddy viscosity coefficient. In (16) and (17) it has been used that
$\frac{1}{h}\int_{0}^{h}u\frac{\partial u}{\partial x}dy+\frac{1}{h}\int_{0}^{h}v\frac{\partial u}{\partial y}dy\approx$ (18)
$\frac{\partial 1}{\partial xh_{0}}\int_{0}^{h_{0}}(u-U)^{2}dy+\frac{\frac{1}{h_{0}}U\int_{0}^{ho}\frac{\theta u}{\partial x}dy}{U\mathscr{X}}$
.
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Applying (15) to the $\infty nMuity$ equation (8), the latter can be written as
$\frac{\partial h}{\theta t}=-\frac{\partial(hU)}{\partial x}$ . (19)
At this point we introduoe the traveM wave’ variable
$\xi=x/R+(\Omega-\omega)t$ (20)
Here $\omega$ is the angular whirling velocity of the vessel, which is assumed to be close, but not equal,
to the imposed angular velocity $\Omega$. Writing
$U=U(\xi)$ , $h=h_{0}+h’(\xi)$ , (21)
(16) can be written as
(25)
$- \Omega(\Omega-2v)\frac{\partial h^{l}}{\partial\xi}+(\Omega-\omega)\frac{\partial U}{\partial\xi}=$ (22)
$- \frac{U}{R}\frac{\partial U}{\partial\xi}+\frac{\iota\tau\partial^{2}U}{R^{2}\partial\xi^{2}}+\eta U^{2}-\frac{h_{0}(\Omega-\omega)^{2}\partial^{3}h’}{3R\partial\xi^{\theta}}+\ddot{x}_{r}$ sm$(x/R)-\ddot{\mathfrak{Y}}_{r}\infty s(x/R)$
The $\infty ntinuity$ equation (19) can be written as
$( \Omega-\omega)\frac{\partial h’}{\partial\xi}+\frac{h_{0}\partial U}{R\partial\xi}=-\frac{U}{R}\frac{\partial h’}{\partial\xi}-\frac{1}{R}h’\frac{\partial U}{\partial\xi}$. (23)
It is noted that the left sides of (22) and (23) ge linear in the unknown variables $U$ and $h’$ ,
while the right sides are non-linear. In the following we consider the lineanzed equations. In
order for thm to have a non-trivial solution, the deteminant must be equal to zero,
$|\begin{array}{lll}-\Omega(\Omega -2\omega) \Omega-\omega\Omega-\omega h_{0}/R\end{array}|=0$ . (24)
The possible whirlng frequencies are thus
$\omega=\Omega[1+\frac{h_{0}}{R}\pm\{\frac{h_{0}}{R}(1+\frac{h_{0}}{R})\}^{\frac{1}{2}}]$ .
(26)
As the speed of the cylinder is ﬄl, the possible speeds of a traveling surfaoe wave are
$c_{\pm}=lm[ \frac{h0}{R}\pm\{\frac{h_{0}}{R}(1+\frac{h0}{R})\}^{A}2]$ .
3.2 Non-dimensionalization
lowmg parameters $\mathfrak{N}e$ introduced:
$\epsilon=\frac{\frac{1}{2}\rho R^{2}L}{M}$ , $\delta=\frac{h_{0}}{R}$, $\kappa=\frac{h’}{R}$ , $\omega_{*}=\frac{\omega}{\omega}$ , $\omega_{*}=\sqrt{\frac{K}{M}}$, $\Omega_{*}=\frac{\Omega}{\omega_{l}}$ , (27)
$t_{*}=\epsilon\Omega\sqrt{\frac{h_{0}}{R}}t$ , $\emptyset=m\sqrt{\frac{h_{0}}{R}}$, $x_{*}= \frac{x_{r}}{h_{0}}$ , $y_{*}= \frac{y_{r}}{h_{0}}$ ,
$p_{*}= \frac{p}{z1R}$ , $\epsilon U_{*}=\frac{U}{c_{0}}$ , $\eta_{*}=R\eta$, $\nu_{s}=\nu_{e1\prime}\frac{M}{KR^{2}}$ .
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The pmmeter $q\infty rraeponds$ to the shallow water wave speed $(gh_{0})^{\frac{1}{2}}$ , but here the gravity
acceleration 9 is the centrifugal acceleration $R\Omega^{2}$.
The parmeter $\epsilon$ expresses, except for a factor $2\pi$ , the ratio between fluid mass and the
mass of the (empty) rotor. It is assumed to be small and ls used in (27) and the following as a
bookkeepin$g$ parameter’, in order to compare the magnitude of the individual tems.
A non-dimensional version of (22) can now be obtained as follows
$-(1-2 \overline{\omega})\frac{\partial\kappa}{\partial\xi}+\delta^{-\perp}2(1-\tilde{\omega})\frac{\partial U_{*}}{\partial\xi}=$ (28)
$- \epsilon U_{*}\frac{\partial U_{*}}{\partial\xi}+\epsilon v_{*}\frac{\theta^{2}U_{*}}{\partial\xi^{2}}+\epsilon\eta_{*}U_{*}^{2}-\epsilon\frac{1}{3}\delta(1-\tilde{\omega})^{2}(\frac{1}{\epsilon}\frac{\partial^{s_{l\}}}{\partial\xi^{8}})$
$+ \epsilon[\epsilon^{2}\delta x_{*}’’-2\epsilon\delta^{\frac{1}{2}}Of-x_{*}]\sin\frac{x}{R}-\epsilon[\epsilon^{2}\delta y_{*}’’+2\epsilon\delta^{1}\pi_{X_{*}’-y_{*}]coe\frac{x}{R}}$
where $\tilde{\omega}=\omega/\Omega=\omega_{*}/\Omega_{*}$. A dash refers to differentiation with respect to $t_{*}$ .
The $\infty ntinuity$ equation (23) can be written as
$(1- \overline{\omega})\delta^{-1}2\frac{\partial\kappa}{\partial\xi}+\frac{\partial U_{*}}{\partial\xi}=-\epsilon\{U_{*}\frac{\partial\kappa}{\partial\xi}+\kappa\frac{\partial U_{*}}{\partial\xi}\}$ (29)
3.3 Perturbation analyis
The variables which are functions of the traveM wave parmeter’ $\xi$ are expanded as follows:
$\kappa=\kappa_{0}+\epsilon\kappa_{1}+\cdots$ , $U_{*}=U_{0}+\epsilon U_{1}+\cdots$ , $\tilde{\omega}=\overline{\omega}_{0}+\alpha\tilde{0}_{1}+\cdots$ . (30)
Collecting the coefllcients of $\epsilon^{0}$ we obtain the nonAimensional versions of the left hand sides of
(22) and (23),
$-(1-2 \tilde{v}_{0})\frac{\partial\kappa 0}{\partial\xi}+\delta^{-r}(1-\tilde{\omega}_{0})\frac{\partial U_{0}}{\partial\xi}1=0$, (31)
$\delta^{-\frac{1}{2}}(1-\tilde{\omega}_{0})\frac{\partial\kappa 0}{\partial\xi}+\frac{\partial U_{0}}{\partial\xi}=0$. (32)
The deteminant equation,
$|\delta^{-}\}(1-\tilde{\omega}_{0})-(1-2\tilde{\omega}_{0})$ $\delta^{-1}z(1-\tilde{\omega}_{0})1|=0$ , $(3S)$
then gives the non-dimensional version of (25),
$\overline{\omega}_{0}=1+\delta\pm(\delta+\delta^{2})^{\frac{1}{2}}$ . (34)
The non-dimensional version of the wave number equation (26) is
$c\pm=c_{0}\{\delta^{\frac{1}{2}}\pm(1+\delta)^{\frac{1}{2}}\}$ , (35)
In (35) the $+$ solution corresponds to $progr\infty ive$ waves and the – solution to a retrograde
wave. Experiments show that only the latter type exists; accordingly the–solution is used in
the following. The $\infty ntinuiW$ equation (32) now gives
$U_{0}= \frac{c_{-}}{\infty}\kappa_{0}=\{\delta\#_{-(1+\delta)^{A}}a\}\frac{\partial_{l 0}}{\partial\xi}$ . (36)
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Employing this $\infty\infty ion$ , the tems proportional to $\epsilon^{1}$ in the msion of (28) can be written
as
$A_{1} \frac{\partial\kappa 0}{\partial\xi}-B_{1}\kappa_{0}\frac{\partial\kappa_{0}}{\partial\xi}-C_{1}\frac{\partial^{3_{\hslash}}0}{\partial\xi^{3}}+D_{1}\frac{\partial^{2}\kappa 0}{\partial\xi^{2}}+E_{1}\kappa_{0}^{2}=x_{*}f\dot{fl}n\xi-y_{*}\infty s\xi$ , (37)
where
$A_{1}=-2 \tilde{v}_{1}\frac{\sqrt{\delta+\delta^{2}}}{\delta}$ , $B_{1}=3( \frac{c_{-}}{c_{0}})^{2}$ , $C_{1}= \frac{1}{3\epsilon}\delta^{2}(\frac{c_{-}}{c_{0}})^{2}$ , (38)
$D_{1}= \nu_{n}\frac{c_{-}}{c0}$ , $E_{1}= \eta_{*}(\frac{c_{-}}{c0})^{2}$
In (37) it has been assumed that sin $\xi\approx\sin x/R$ and $coe\xi\approx mx/R$ .
The non.dimensionaJ version of the pressure equation (12), evaluated on the vessel surfaoe
$y=0$, takes the fom
$p_{*}(0)=\epsilon\{\delta^{2}(\frac{c_{-}}{c0})^{2}\frac{\partial^{2}\kappa_{0}}{\partial\xi^{2}}+2(1+2\delta^{\frac{1}{2}}\frac{c_{-}}{\alpha})\kappa 0\}+O(\epsilon^{2})$. (39)
4 Fluid-structure coupling
4.1 Non-dimensionalization of the rotor equation
In order to put the rotor equation (3) into $non\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} onal$ fom a number of additional variables
are introduced:
$\mu=\frac{m}{M}$ , $\zeta=\frac{C}{\sqrt{MK}}$ , $F_{x},$ $= \frac{F_{x}}{h_{0}K}$ , $F_{y}$. $= \frac{F_{y}}{h_{0}K}$, $\sigma=\frac{s}{R}$ , (40)
$\omega_{0}^{2}=\frac{K_{x}}{M}$ , $\chi=\frac{K_{y}}{K_{x}}$ .
Applying these to (3) under the assumption that the rotor undergoes steady whirl with ffequency
$\tilde{\omega}_{0}$ , we obtain





The fluid force components $F_{x}$ and $F_{y}$ on the right hand side of (3) can be split up into pressure-
and friction-related parts, indicated by sukcripts $p$ and $f$ respectively, as follows:
$\frac{F_{xp}}{RL}$ $=$ $\int_{0}^{2\pi}p(O)coe\xi d\xi$ , $\frac{F_{w}}{RL}=\int_{0}^{2\pi}p(0)$Sn $\xi\not\in$ , (42)
$\frac{F_{uf}}{RL}$ $=$ $\int_{0}^{2\pi}\rho\eta U^{2}\sin\xi\not\in$, $\frac{F_{yf}}{RL}=-\int_{0}^{2\pi}mU^{2}c\infty\xi d\xi$ , (43)
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where $L$ is the lrgth (heigt) of the vessel. In the following only the pressure-related terms will
be considered. The non-dimensional version of these terms - to be inserted into (41) - take the
simple foms
$F_{x}$. $= \int_{0}^{2\pi}p_{*}(\xi,0)\cos\xi*$ , $F_{y*}= \int_{0}^{2\pi}p_{*}(\xi,0)\sin\xi\not\in$ . (44)
5 Hydraulic jump solution
The first three tems on the left hand side of (37) represent a Korteweg-de Vries-type equation,
while the first, second, and fourth tem represent a Burgers-type equation. The homogeneous
Korteweg-de Vries equation is known to have analytical solutions in forms of solitary and cnoidal
waves, depending on the boundary conditions. Analytical solutions to homogeneous and non-
homogeneous Burgers equations are also known [9, 10]. On the other hand, analytical solutions
to non-homogeneous Korteweg-de Vries equations are known only for a few special cases, e.g.
[11]. In whatever way, the forced Korteweg-de Vries-Burgers equation (37) is expected to have
a variety of interesting solutions.
We seek a solution which can extinR’ the forcing effect of the unbdance mass and it
is instructive to obtain a simple, analytical solution, even if one has to ‘oversimplify’ the basic
equations, that is, to make assumptions that are not fully physical sound. The solution obtained
in this way should then be assessed by comparison with analytical or numerical solutions of the
(physicaJly sound) basic equations.
Such a solution of (37) can be obtained if one assumes:
$\bullet$ no dispersion $\Rightarrow\theta^{8}\kappa_{0}/\partial\xi^{3}=0$;
$\bullet$ no $hiction\Rightarrow\nu_{*}=\eta_{*}=0$ .
Then it reduces to
$A_{1} \frac{\partial\kappa 0}{\partial\xi}-B_{1}\kappa_{0}\frac{\partial\kappa_{0}}{\partial\xi}=x_{*}$sin $\xi-y_{*}coe\xi$, (45)
Integration gives
$A_{1} \kappa_{0}-\frac{1}{2}B_{1}\kappa_{0}^{2}=-x_{*}coe\xi-y_{*}$ sm$\xi+A$, (46)
where $\mathcal{A}$ is an integration constant. Solving (46) with respect to $\kappa_{0}$ gives
$\kappa_{0}(\xi)=\frac{A_{1}}{B_{1}}\pm\{(\frac{A_{1}}{B_{1}})^{2}+\frac{2}{B_{1}}(x_{*}\cos\xi+y_{*}$ sin $\xi-A)\}^{\#}$ (47)
The change of sign $(\pm)$ in (47) gives a dis ntinuity which represents a hydraulic jump, as
illustrated in Fig. 3. Let the jump be located at $\xi=\prime r,$ $0<\prime r<2\pi$ , in terms of the rotating
polar $\infty$ordinate system discussed in the beginning of Section 3. Assunuing that it is not located
at $\xi=0$ or $2\pi$ (i.e. at the sme location as the unbalance mass) gives the following ‘smoothnaes
condition’ at this point;
$\kappa_{0}(0)=\kappa_{0}(2\pi)$ . (48)
The $\infty nstant\mathcal{A}$ can be detemined from this condition, which gives
$\mathcal{A}=\frac{B_{1}}{2}(\frac{A_{1}}{B_{1}})^{2}+x_{*}$ . (49)
The solution of (45) is then given by
$\kappa_{0}(\xi)=\kappa\pm(\xi)=\frac{A_{1}}{B_{1}}\pm(\frac{2}{B_{1}})^{1}\sigma\{x_{*}(\cos\xi-1)+y_{*}\sin\xi\}^{\frac{1}{2}}$ . (50)
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Figure 3: Sketch of the hydraulic jump solution, eqn. (50).
Let $p\pm(\xi,0)$ be the fluid pressure $\infty rraepondi_{\mathfrak{X}}$ to the depth perturbation $\kappa\pm(\xi)$. The fluid
forces are then given by
$F_{x*}$ $=$ $\int_{0}^{2n}p.(\xi,0)\infty s\xi\not\in$ (51)
$=$ $\int_{0}^{T}p_{-}(\xi,0)m\xi\not\in+\int_{1}^{l\pi}p+(\xi,0)$ oos $\xi\not\in$ ,
$F_{y*}$ $=$ $\int_{0}^{2\pi}p_{*}(\xi,0)$ stn $\xi d\xi$
$=$ $\int_{0}^{\iota}p_{-}(\xi,0)s\ln\xi d\xi+\int_{r}^{2\pi}p+(\xi,0)\dot{a}n\xi\not\in$.
The $\infty ndition$ for mass $\infty nmvation$ can be expressed as
$\int_{0}^{2\pi}\kappa\circ(\xi)d\xi=0\Rightarrow\int_{0}^{T}\kappa_{-}(\xi)d\xi+\int_{r}^{2\pi}\kappa+(\xi)*=0$ . (52)
The $inte\Psi^{a1_{8}}$ in (51) and (52) are of elliptic types and cannot be evaluated in closed fom. In
order to obtain simple closed-fom expressions we seek to approximate the square root in (50).
As both tems under the square root are of the sme order of $ni_{\dot{K}}tude$ a kylor expansion
does not exist.
But by assuming that $x_{r},y_{*}\ll 1$ , Lanczoe’s tau method [12] can be used. Logarithmic
differentiation of the function $f(x)=\sqrt{x}$ gives the differential equation $f’(x)-\#_{l}^{1}f(x)=0$ .
The initial $\infty nditionf(O)=0$ assures the solution $f(x)=\sqrt{x}$. The tau method however
approximates the solution vla expansion $\ln$ Chebyshev $polyno\dot{m}\triangleleft s$. Retaining only the linear
part of this $\infty ansion$, we obtain
$\sqrt{x}\approx\frac{1}{3}(1+2x)$. (53)
Equation (50) can thus be apprcximated as
$\kappa_{0}(\xi)=\kappa\pm(\xi)=\frac{A_{1}}{B_{1}}\pm\frac{1}{3}(\frac{2}{B_{1}})^{\#}\{1+2x_{t}(m\xi-1)+2y_{8}\dot{m}\xi\}$ . (54)
Using this expression the integrals in (51) and (52) can be evaluated in closed fom. Doing this
we obtain the $\infty upled$ fluid-structure equation systm
$[-\overline{\omega}_{0}^{2}\{\begin{array}{ll}1+\mu 00 l+\mu\end{array}\}+i\tilde{\omega}_{0}\{\begin{array}{ll}\zeta\overline{\omega}_{0} -2(1+\mu)2(1+\mu) \zeta t\overline{h}\end{array}\}$ (55)
$+$ $\{\begin{array}{ll}\overline{\omega}_{0}^{2}-(l+\mu)\Omega_{*}^{2} -\zeta\Omega_{*}\zeta\Omega_{l} \chi\overline{\omega}_{0}^{2}-(1+\mu)\end{array}\}+\{\begin{array}{ll}\mathfrak{F}_{lx} s_{xy}S_{\Psi} s_{\nu\nu}\end{array}\}]\{\begin{array}{l}x_{*}y_{*}\end{array}\}$
$=$ $\{\begin{array}{l}\mu\sigma\delta^{-\frac{1}{2}}0\end{array}\}+\{\begin{array}{l}\mathcal{F}_{rx}\mathcal{F}_{ry}\end{array}\}$ ,
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where $\_{xx},$ $\ldots,F_{rx},$ $\ldots$ are functions of the jump location $\ell r$ , given by
$s_{xx}$ $=$ $-2\mathcal{K}_{1}\{\mathcal{P}_{0(r\prime}-coe’r\dot{m}1^{\cdot}+2\dot{m}^{\prime r\prime}-r+\pi)+\mathcal{P}_{1}(\infty 8^{\prime r_{\sin’}}+r-\pi)\}$ , (56)
$\mathfrak{F}_{xy}$ $=$ $-2\mathcal{K}_{1}(P_{0}-\mathcal{P}_{1})(\cos^{2} T- l)$,
$\mathfrak{F}_{\Psi}$ $=$ $-2\mathcal{K}_{1}\{\mathcal{P}_{0}(coe^{2} T- 2coe’r+1)+\mathcal{P}_{1}(1-2\cos^{2}1’)\}$ ,
$S_{yy}$ $=$ $-2\mathcal{K}_{1}(\mathcal{P}_{0}-\mathcal{P}_{1})(coe$ Tsin $\prime r+’r-\pi)$ ,
$\mathcal{F}_{rx}$ $=$ $-2\mathcal{K}_{1}\mathcal{P}_{0}$ sin 1,
$F_{ry}$ $=$ $-2\mathcal{K}_{1}\mathcal{P}_{0}(1-\infty s^{\prime r)}$.
Herein
$\mathcal{P}_{0}$ $=$ $2(1+2 \delta^{\iota}2\frac{c_{-}}{c_{0}})$ , $\mathcal{P}_{1}=\delta^{2}(\frac{c_{-}}{c_{0}})^{2}$ , (57)
$\mathcal{K}_{0}$ $=$ $\frac{A_{1}}{B_{1}}$ , $\mathcal{K}_{1}=\pm\frac{1}{3}(\frac{2}{B_{1}})^{\#}$
The mass conservation equation (52) takes the fom
$2\mathcal{K}_{1}\{(-\dot{m}r-\pi)x_{*}+(coe1^{4}-1)y_{*}\}+\mathcal{K}_{0}\pi+\mathcal{K}_{1}(\pi-r)=0$. (58)
For a given angular velocity $\Omega_{*},$ (55) and (58) $cont\dot{m}$ three equations for the three unknowns
$x_{*},$ $y_{*}$ , and $r$ , which can be solved together numerically. [Here, $\mathcal{K}_{0}$ is set equal to zero in (58).]
In the numerical example to follow we set $\delta=0.125,$ $\mu=0.25,$ $\zeta=13.0,$ $\sigma=0.4$, and $\chi=1.0$ .
In Fig. 4, part (a) shows the rotor amplitudes $x_{*}$ and $y_{*}$ , while part (b) shows the jump location
(with 1 in radians). It is noted that the value of the dmping parameter $\zeta$ is large, which implies
the ‘smooth’ fom of the $x_{*}$ and $y_{*}$ curves.
Part (b) shows that the jump is located at $\prime r\approx\pi$ for small values of the angular velocity
$\Omega_{*}$ and that $\prime r$ increases smoothly with increasing value of $\Omega_{*}$ , up to $r\approx 4.6$ rad. This is not
the way the fluid balancer is expected to work (see Section 1). The results appear to indicate,
then, that mechanism of the fluid balancer must be one or more solitary waves (solitons). This
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Figure 4: (a) Deflections $x_{*}$ and $y_{*}$ Lower curve: $x_{*}$ ; upper curve: $y_{*}$ . $(b)$ Jump location $\prime r$ .
6 Concluding remarks
The fluid balancer has been modeled as a rotor partiaUy filled with fluid. The rotor has two
degrees of freedom, and the fluid forces acting on it are evaluated in tems ofshaUow water theory.
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A simplifled analysis, giving a solution resemblng a hydraulic jump, has been discussed in detail.
It appeaes that this solution cannot represent the mechanism of the fluid balancer. Future mork
should thus $\infty nsider$ soliton-type solutions of the Korteweg-de Vries-Burgers equation (37).
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